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1

In the

literature

cratic Republic

1'

on planning in the German Demo-

(GDR)

the impression is often giver. that,

after a short period of
beginning of the

70s

reforms in the

In this article I want

GDR.

Since

1979,

say in

its

eigene

Betriebe)

own

System in the
a.

a

the GDR meant quite an

the typical Combine has

functioning
sixties.

proposition on

formation

process of economic planning

in the

to

'centrally planned economy'.

to underline that the
in

of so-called Combines
in the

in the

the planning system reverted

a more or less traditional

sive change

1960s,

had

than enterprises

impresin the

a greater
(VEB,

Volks-

heyday of the New Economic
I

shall

try to elucidate

this

two grounds:

comparison between

the

former Associations

(VVB,

Vereinigungen Volkseigener Betriebe),
b.

the relation between Combines and Industrial Minis-

tries.
Associations
On
are

the

surface

more

(WB).

os

The

(VEB)

too.

sider

the

example

derable

one

less

It

is

the

2'.

may

the

Combine

Soviet

to

planning

a.

and Combines

no

have

same

is

an

changes

coincidence

closer
stand

prises.

In

position:

and

to

that

to

their

inspection

of
GDR

enterprises
authors con-

own

to

be

an

organization

however,

some

of

consi-

out:

The former Associations

research)

of

that Combines

former Associations

'Production-associations'

than anything else.
tant functions:

impression

the

amalgamation

development

On

the

as

had

They were

to be public bodies more
supposed to have two impor-

support enterprises

'break down'

this way the

(with,

for example,

plan-targets to enter-

Associations had an ambiguous

they could be considered neither enterprises

nor real central bodies.
b.

A WB was a co-operation of

a number of enterprises

in the same region or working within the same sector.

2

The Combines
dies'.

are supposed

to be

'fully

Forward and backward linked enterprises,

ing to a sector quite different
of the
tries

Combine,

may be part of

belong-

form the main enterprise
it 3'.

In

this way one

to diminish problems with coordination between

enterprises not belonging to the same
nistry;

as

'entropy'

has

advantages.

been

in Eastern Europe.

obtain their

increased in Combines.

on external

inputs

same Combine.

suppliers

say

This has some

they may have.

any more,

from enterprises belonging

Macro- economically,

shortages has not been diminished,

the

but

to

the

problem of

but micro-economical-

Combine management cannot re-organize

production

in such a way

but

influence

it may

One could

Enterprises delivering final products may

not be dependent

through.

Industrial Mi-

is well known those problems cause managers

considerable trouble

ly

integrated bo-

that shortages

are orevented,

the p l ace where shortages will come

Some production

others will disappear

lines will be stimulated,

as

snow off the roof;

production

for other Combines may have low priority.
A disadvantage
VVB,

tend

monopolies

is

that Combines,

to be monopolies.
is not price

The danger of monopoly
able

more than the

The main problem with these

formation,
lies

former

in

as in Hungary

4'.

the way Combines are

to reshuffle shortages and

the pressure they

can

put on central planners.
c.

Combine managers have had greater room for manoeuvring

since the development of
mittelbau'

(RMB,

so-called

'Rationalisierungs-

engineering to rationalize within

specialized department or plant).

By means

of

a

intro-

ducing this department

RMB enterprises were stimulated

to manufacture some of

their own means of production,

e.g.

tools

and specialised machinery.

department has been moved
the Combine because the
ed

too specialized

for

Sometimes

this

from engineering works

tools

or machines were

the former

to

consider-

general approach.

3

that now at least the Combine

Another reason may be
is

assured of

to be

'reasonable'

machines.

important because

still more

This reason tends

engineering enter-

prises are put under pressure

to export their highest

quality products.

time it is very difficult

to obtain

the same

import allowances

Enterprises will
chinery

At

for

to produce

try

for themselves.

The

RMB

(western)

machinery.

some improvised mastrengthens

tendencies

towards monopolizing.
Further,
and

the RMB is

supposed

ing out repairs

6',

the RMB do s is carryfor rather well

which are paid

becakse Combines have

a right to get

who have been laid off by

labourers,

in an enterprise,
activities appear
import
because

On the whole,

to work those
rationalization

at other places.

In a recent estimation ~'

systems

redesign old machinery

In most instances all

tools.

tion for

to

20 percent of rationalization

to be repairs,
20

and
of

60 percent

substitu-

percent improvement of machine-

specific use.

there are

Because

of the improved

prises,

especially in

ment and production,

considerable changes.

some

integration of Combine-enter-

teh spheres
ther

e

of

tends

the material sphere.

research,

to be

a more

a better

in

internal

organization of Combines - strong management,

and

so

project bureaus to prepare

on - national planning should be

Central planners do
details 8'.
for
it

of

'unified

outlook'

research centres,

Because

develop-

not want to bother

Of course,

this was an

investments

better organized.
about all

important motive

introducing the New Economic System as well,
is necessary

planning'

to investigate how

the

the

so

'dialogue of

is organized nowadays.

Combines and ministries
In the

'dialogue of planning'

cedures are

to

be separated.

formal and
Let us

informal pro-

first have a look

4

at the
is

ones.

formal

Formally a Combine

in the followíng way

formulated

9'.

The starting point

is the so-called

'Combine draft'.

point of

the long-term development in the field

view of

of responsability
Such a draft

of

is

PB),

"a private

of several

r~roduction respectively"

10.,

comprises:

- development of
- situation of
market

(of the Combine,

the process

aspects of

This

five-year plan

inputs and

the market:

for some products,

their determining factors,
possible

saturation of the

possibilities

for export and

so on,
- outline of scientific development,
- a strong~weak profile: which products have possibilities
The

for growth,

which do not have a future.

layout of this draft precedes whichever

and of

course there

bility of

this

is

11.

some discussion about the desira-

sequence

12'.

account the possibilities the

The draft takes

into

Combine sees for its own

At the moment when the draft is

development.

assignment

conceived

the Combine does not know which means it will have at
its disposal and what demands from central planners are
"General managers of Combines have

to be expected.

take decisions on the

process of reproduction,

indepen-

dently of the existence of qualified and balanced
tions

from Industrial Ministries"

13'.

to
instruc-

Of course,

Combine has

ratio of growth of production and usage of energy,
rials,

imports

and so on.

linds of conditions
this

ment Combines

14'.

procedure has been

economic affairs as well.
mittee makes

mate-

It does not reckon with all

imposed by others,

shortage of foreign currency
the 1980s,

the

access to several guide-lines on the desired

like specific

Since

the beginning of
for foreign

used

"Even before

the Planning Com-

proposals about the core of possible develophave

to make

cerning foreign economic
At the same time

their planning projects con15.
affairs"

the Planning Committee,

Ministry of

5

Finance
out

and Ministry of Foreign

their planning drafts.

issues are

important.

In

First,

Trade

have worked

these procedures
the

these central planning organs

is

three

starting-point of
the so-called

'ratio-

This is a model which shows,

nalization draft plan'.

for example, which extensive national projects will
(residence building,

be started and carried out
supply and

how much

so on),

to be

supplied.

and how many mate-

require and

rials these projects will
are

labour

energy

The second issue

in which way they
concerns

the balan-

of payment and the contracts in the sphere of 'socialist economic integration'. The third issue is the

ce

'science and technical

expected development of

use of materials,

(main points:

new products,

consumption).

The central planning organs
form the conditions

these indicators
emphasize

central

points

Together

of production and

the national

in

energy

translate

some indicators.

these central drafts into

science'

economic poli-

(at the moment central points are in the sphere of
materials, f oreign economic affairs and development
cy
of

efficiency).

Combines work out these

In turn,

adapt their drafts

cators,

local offices

and

- public

in so-called

authorities -

'complex meetings'

Combine;

buitlding enter-

prise - public authorities - Combine and
the

'complex meetings',

banks,

In this phase of planning most

so on.

decisions are negotiated
(banks

and conclude contracts with

transport organizations,

supplying enterprises,

indi-

so on).

each party's draft

less a limiting condition for the

In

is more or

other partners.

One could say the conceptual preparation of planning
starts at two levels:
drafts

'for

example:

tasks of

The central
national

interst'.

development of micro-economics,

processing and energy techniques.
drafts

planning organs make

for all

tasks that are

the above-mentioned ones.

These

are

for

information

The Combines make

not explicitly part of

6

The procedure above is different

The very start

system of planning.
bine.

into account the
be

'atmosphere'

It realizes

posals will

the Com-

the Combine takes
the

that in the

for example,

impossible to double its

year.

in

traditional

is within

in its draft-plan

Of course,

It realizes,

from the

national economy.
eighties

it will

import-volume within one

agressive export- and innovation pro-

be cosidered

by central plan ners

'important'

the Combine labour productivity has

too.

Of course,
increase
annually by a certain percentage. More importo
tant, however, is that only the Combine can make proposals concerning new products.
investment projects,
Combine itself.

all

From basic research to

things are

the Combine determines

On the one hand,

its own development,

but on

approval to carry out

its

prepared by the

the other hand it needs

intentions.

In the end,

central
but

planners may reject planning proposals by Combines,

they cannot determine which alternatives will be offered
the day after. Central planners may ban, but will hardly
stimulate proposals.

New ideas, new products and an

insatiable demand

for materials and

investments come

from the

Combine.

The Combine tries

to have

possible

production- and delivery-plans.

and materials
net

result.

expand
miums.
the

should enable

This net

result

the enterprise,
Because

GDR,

there

of the

considerable

lowest

investments
a positive

so much necessary to

but a financial

is a severe

The

them to achieve
is not

the

source

shortage of

competition for

for prelabour

in

labourers.

Enterprises try to offer the highest possible premiums
and most favourable working conditions. The Ministry ín
its turn tries to control these

industrial plans as

well as possible.
On the whole,

in this part of the

Combine gains

in influence.

This

planning process

the

does not imply that the

number of indicators decreases - quite the contrary but the Combines have a greater say how to achieve them.

7

for example,

In the 1974 Planning Order,

the Planning

Committee and Ministries proposed a combined draft plan
to the Council of Ministers and then
started with Combines.

In

it was stated that

ever,

negotiations

1979 Planning Order,

the

first of

Ministers and Combines had to draw up their
-

at

that

rather
of

is

Council

The

are

above

process.

to

the

is

means

to

for

an

growth

five-year
defended
the
tion

in

the

Planning
16..

A

time,

Ministry
with

the

to

of
will

the

been

a

binding

its

planned

Ministers,
take

up

laid

contracts

with

if

Ministry

it

provides

which

planned

a

the planning process are

part

rates
in

has

which

contrary

arise

rate
of

of

the

to

be

meeting
posi-

schematized in

indicated preparation

final decisions by the Council of Ministers

Parliament will

Figure:

structure of preparations of the plan,

follow.

(see next page):
the dates

of

has

and the

-

part

rather difficult

is

lower

After the

1970-75

difficulties
it

planning

fixed

Industrial

corresponding

lowering of

Council

five-year

contracts

the

This

Combines.

the

the Combine

The

these
for

same

following figure.

of the plan,

cases,

The

preceding

alternatives,

Since

has

the

Ministers.

of

the

in

on

with

simpler.

items

break

the

of

a

consumption
imports.

and

number

partners.

Committee

Some parts of
the

to

compared
plan.

is

own drafts

reckon with

like

based

said,

In most

buying

Industrial
as

is

important

At

a

as

compensate

this way.

in

is,

plan.

allowed

only

the

and

to

Council

starting-point

the

most

had

co-operation

Year planning

supplying

which
the

from

in

procedure

five-year

down

to

choose

prepared

plan period,
the

draft,

submitted

has

only

indicators

of

important materials

planning

central

which

number

some

energy,

ones,

Combines

moment

limited

how-

all Planning Committee,

indicate deadlines for proposals,

1979

17'

8

- the

represent

numbers

- the arrows give
sake of

- for the

the

sequence of

time,

the direction of initiative,
foreign trade

simplicity

and

regional

have been omitted,

planning

- the dates of

the foregoing tasks

have been gathered

from the

laws

and negotiations

concerning planning

in the year 1979.
of

I bfinistry
Finance

icators
r

r-

Plani~ing
Coou~~ittee
---~---- `

``

(until

'

plani~roposition; want of í
material and energy ~~
(until 5~11~

~
of year~O

,'

'

d

u --

a ~
,
ment~~l ~
~~,
propos l:
production
, (unti1~25~9~

p lan- r~
proposition
(until 23~10~

draFt
(first part

requiredO

'

investments
(until 11~9~

i

i

I

'~ Industrial~
1`linistry

required investments
--(until 21~9~ ~-

indicators
(until 25~9)

required
credit

25~9)

engineering Combine;
building enterprise

~. --~1~~ n~iations
~COMDINE ~on purchase;
instructions~~~
to build
(first part
of year~

~
negotiations
(until 12~10~

consumption
materials
(until 5~10

adjustment ~

of'

i

The crucial point in the whole process
tion

Tlinistry of
Isnergy;
Ministry of
Materials

is the negotia-

stage between Combine and Ministry.

From year to

9

a Ministry is

the main points in which

year,

in the defence of planning propositions
Therefore,

is a source of tension.
only

little

attention

costs

them a considerable

yield

anything.

draft of

the Combine,

the

If

the

long-term planning

amount of work
in

This

some Combines pay

to often,

Nevertheless,

vicious circle may start:

fluctuate.

ldig-term planning.

to real

norms of judgement change

interested

and does not

some instances a

less thorough a long-term
the results

the worse

of

enter-

prising will be and the less weight will be attached to
this Combine in the next negotiations with the Ministry.
A practical

solution to

long-term draft

problem is

this

to propose the

Variants may have several

in variants.

advantages:
a.

feeling of

The Ministry experiences a

sen';

at

the same time

'cho-

the risk of

it did not propose.

being involved in a possibility
b.

having

an enterprise dodges

A Combine gets much deeper insight in its

own strong~

weak profile.
A condition of working with variants
the
have

criteria on which a certain variant will be chosen
to be known beforehand

- a well-known
situation of

situation

real

there are no hard
Combines
Often,

18'.

19'

this

is not the case

- there will never be a

long-term planning by Combines:
long-term plans,

be sure

an enterprise is

if

senseless for

it is

that there are
able

new product within one year,
delivery of materials

but on average the

is more than

has been developed.

To

'science and technical
On the

example)

force other enterprises to

time of

two years 20'.

basis of drafts of

technically most developed Combines

Jena and Robotron for

enógh materials.

to develop a completely

solve this problem state plan
science'

If

to propose long-term production drafts because

they never will

the

is that at least

(Carl Zeiss

the Planning Committee can

support the development of

the Combines mentioned above.

The General

Manager of,

10

for

example,

Robotron is

in working out

(first manager)

and technical

'Science

a part of

the

state plan

(in certain cases a

science'

deputy minister will be

'Auftragsleiter'

appointed

'Auftragsleiter').

get less room for manoeuvring,
21'.
Robotron) are better off

Some Combines

(in this

others

example

of negotiations are not clear in advance.
We have already made clear that formally an enterprise
The results

has more power

(Combine)
sure at

all whther

restraints,
of

its own

than

in the

past but

it is not

long-term planning, with or without
Apart from the quality

will be successful.

especially the weight of

long-term plan,

already agreed upon with other
22'.
important in the negotiations

enterprises are

contracts

Formal and informal position
In

'traditional'

state socialism,
important.

By

'reformed'

as

sketched above.

of

contacts are
dia-

mean pressure,

the Minister and the

The

1979

tracing

'Law on Combines'
of

interpretation of the rights

Combine management respectively.

this vagueness would have

the past,

important

caused by rather poor

This is

allows a rather broad

ly higher-placed officials
business of lower organs.

to

In

been used by formal-

interfere

in day-to-day

Present-day Combine managers,

have a better possibility to turn to account

'informal

officials.
tiations',
bine,

I

Informal contacts are often more

formal responsabilities.

this

and informal

both formal

'informal contacts'

than formal ones.

however,

economies

trade outside the official planning process as

logue and

of

as well

latitude'

at

the cost of

With respect to the
importantaspects

higher placed

result of these

are:

the status of a Combine and

'nego-

the position of
the position of

a Coma

General Manager.
By

'position of the Combine'

which

it operates and second,

I mean first,
the

extent

the sector

to which

in

inter-

11

nal

restructuring has

Combine working

in a

1981-85 plan)

in the

than one which

so that

a

(exports and energy

supplied with more materials
this position.

Furthermore,

form an efficient

in productivity,

than a Combine

developed

In principle,

a

showing that differ-ent parts of the

('divisions')

small differences
rials

is

is not in

Combine capable of
Combine

taken place.

priority branch

in which

internal

increase productivity.

team, with only

can get more mate-

some

'divisions'

are poorly

restructuring could greatly

To judge

the degree of interna-

structuring a system for grading efficiency has been
developed.

A criterion is,

which turnover between
total sales
This

is

indication of

an

'divisions'

to industries

bine.

the extent

for example,
grows

faster

not forming part of

is because rapid growth of mutual
the degree of

the

the Comturnover

specialization

of

a

situation,

top management has been given broader

possibilities.

23'

field of personal policy

junior managers

create this favourable

It has a right to

from one factory to another
the

To

than

different parts of
Combine

Combine.

to

transfer production

and has some power

in

(removal of incompetent

for example), which

in most cases

is

even more important.
Second,

the status

of a Combine is

which has been able to demonstrate
of the plans
given more
Combine

important.

A Combine

a good implementation

and high efficiency for years and years,

'credit'

that did not

when it
fulfil

is

asks for materials than a
its

plans.

Position of managers
Granick 24'

drew attention to

favourable structure of

the important

GDR-management.

function and

The GDR was the

first country in Eastern Europe where inefficient
tho~h politically

acceptable - managers

ed at a considerable

scale

25'.

the New Economic System several
declared

At the

-

had been dismissintroduction of

leading politicians

the quality of enterprise management

a

sine

12

qua non for
found

economic

reforms

26'.

'Scientific management'

a favourable reception with party

leaders.

the exuberance of phraseology diminished,

1970

interest in good management hardly changed.
the continuing upgrading of the
contributed to the

strengthened because more
paid

quality of management

senior management is
and more flexible

have been appointed.
this task,

they have

ing them from Combine

in a

short period.

their own staff accompany-

to Combine.

Moreover,

they have the

power to degrade and upgrade division managers
words te erode so-called
managers

'obtained rights'.

are assured of a relatively good

materials.

This is not because

they have

cause of

their personal positions.

managers

are,

Central Committee of
GDR)
of

the SED

supply of

trade.

a manager with position carries

Zeiss Jena

Both are members of
in their

Biermann is generally hailed
the GDR'

but be-

Acknowledged crisis

(the Communist

and influence economic policy

zational economist in

in other

to work with

Biermann of Carl

and Muller of the Leuna Works.

-

These crisis

indicators deviating from other enterprises,
for example,

further

'crisis mana-

These crisis managers are

for restructuring an enterprise

Tofulfil

In fact,

important position of the Combines.

Especially the position of
gers'

After

but the

'the

own branch
best

and it will be
a

the

Party of the
organi-

clear

lot more weight

that

in

negotiations with the formally higher placed industrial
27'.
minister than any given country manager
Negotiations
In fact there is a mutual dependence.
cess
all

is a dialougue

in which both

sides of the table

their powers to create the result

achieve.

The planning prouse

they want to

These negotiations are influenced by several

factors.
Formally,

the Minister has

the last word - he himself

appoints the General Manager and has

the right to fire

13

him - but an enterprise has much more
than the Minister.
the

information

This may be information both about

actual possibilities of an enterprise at one parti-

cular point of

time and about possible

technical research.
tage by

the abundant delivery of

not binding For example,

results of

The Combine may exploit

so-called

-

indeed required but

'economic planning

the enterprise delívers

as much computer output as possible
with only very favourable

this advan-

as
-

information'.

frequent and

too much

'information'

as

to read -

a kind of

'conclusion'.
There may well
contact between

be a tendency towards
Combine and

which the Ministry is ignored.
in all branches of trade

a more

This

mittee

them

28'.

in

is

not quite clear

(for example,

the Ministry of

Energy recently obtained more powers),
most of

intensive

the Planning Committee,

In those branches,

but

the

surely

in

Planning Com-

not only has subdivisions for each Ministry,

even for each Combine 29'.
argues

that

has to be

An economist like Garscha

"the connexion of Combines

thought out in an new way"

german theorist Knop
a

tendency may be

-

towards

some

31'

30'.

shares this

The East

view.

Undoubtedly

restriction in directive planning,

(for example,

indicators

and ministries

seen:

which Ministries confine themselves
vities

but

to legislative

in
acti-

thinking out and introducing new

for each sector)

and to prepare

investment

decisions,
- towards a division of tasks in the
tries

that minis-

concentrate on balancing the most important pro-

duct groups, while
for all
This

sense

the Combines take

responsability

'details'.

does not mean that the extent of

economic planning diminishes,
a bigger

say in

Note:

is

it

the

but that the Combines have

the plan they have

only a tendency,

specification of

te

implement.

not yet an

irreversible

14

process.

Because the

'balances'

and plan tasks often contradictory
intervene in

still inconsistent

are

32',

ministries still

they consider problematic.

situations

long as Combines are formally subordinated
Ministries there
will

is no guarantee that

only be engaged in main

As

to Industrial

the ministries

lines of economic policy.

Conclusion
In most literature on economic planning in the
impression
in the

is given

that after a short period of

síxties the planning system more

to the old

situation

in

1970.

called

'recentralization',
33.
without concept'
This

been reduced.

even

stronger.

The number of entergreatly expanded and

They have
this

tendency has become

Combines have

a bigger
former

completion of the national plan than
enterprises

The

(VEB).

(the Associa tions)
taken over

their

intermediate

functions,

More

than ever,

but are not
have

consideration a high degree of monopoly
Combines,
the

the most

important planning

'private drafts'.

These

state-owned

The Combines have
the

former enterprise

GDR-planners

same

to take

into

in industry.

For

instruments are

are rather detailed

relatively small VEB at the end of

as

and Associa-

about the desired development of the Combine.
the

there

say in the

levels of planning

have disappeared.

just an amalgamation of
tion.

With the creation

Compared with the New Economic System,

are two differences.

returned

'recentralization

created their own planning departments.
of Combines in recent years,

or less

reforms

Often this reaction is

be modified.

picture has to

prises has

GDR the

ideas

Materially,

the sixties were

not in the position to create drafts in such a way that
they were influential

in the negotiations with minis-

tries.
In the evaluation of
have

the planning

to consider the formal,

planning process.

system we not only

but above all

Especially in

the

the informal

last sphere,

most

15

Combines have

gained a

stronger position.
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